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this meeting has been useful for me I would recommend this course to friends
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Comments from delegates 

Great Course - learnt a lot about myself and how to approach future practice. Wish we could do a "baby" version earlier in training. Really 
informative re: leadership/PAs/£. Really inspiring - Richard Canter and Oscar Lyons. Thank you Olly and Ben for being so honest and 
sharing things that have previously been "mysteries". Might come back - or maybe a reunion would be good to see how we are all 
performing as leaders.  
Superb Course! Great mix of management and leadership but also common skills and practical financial advice not covered anywhere else. 
Personal anecdotes very much appreciated and insightful

This course is incredibly engaging presenting topics that may not typically capture the imagination of clinicians.

Amazing meeting. Just what I needed to understand what's happening on the ground. Very friendly professional and informative team. 
Nothing can be done further to improve this course. Hence the team deserves top marks. Excellent effort!

This was an excellent 2 day course with a fantastic mix of leadership theory, practical advice and opportunity for discussion. I learnt a lot 
about areas of NHS practice and management that I knew nothing about. Facilities and food were excellent. 

Absolutely brilliant course. So useful. Lots of tips and tricks that are never usually discussed and are so important. Thank you so much. 
Excellent Course. Better and more interesting than expected. Very engaging speakers. Well organised.
Great to have time for questions and discussion. Great facilities and food
Excellent course. Really enjoyable. Highly relevant for me as a trainee near CCT.

Really useful. This course should also be offered to trainees earlier in training to allow time to use some of thesestrategies.
An excellent course; incredibly useful and practical information. Enjoyed the anecdotal discussions. Would highly recommend to peers at 
end of training. Thanks!

Excellent course. Wish I had done years earlier and/or perhaps there could be a similar course at SHO/Junior reg.
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